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*   Hooverphonic - The Night Before
*   De Laatste Show; Live Performance by NoÃ©mie Wolfs
*
*	Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8_fuKgxWSY
*	Thanks to Youtube user rafbelg for the recording
*	Chords reconstructed by: Arno De Pachter
*	Lyrics reconstructed by: Arno De Pachter
*							 More information below :-)
***********************************************************

Intro: Em C

Em
i ring your bell
					 C
the buzzer opens the door
Em
as i walk in
				 C
i only mind the floor
		   G
i raise my head and i see
				  Bm
the shadow on the wall
						     Em D
vibrantly reminding your last call

C				     Am
you are lying on the floor
		     C
trying to remember
					    G  D  Em
what happened the night before

Em
step by step
					 C
the sound of breakin glass
Em							       C
what happened here what i can only guess
		   G
you see me sleep as i try
			      Bm
to put you on the bed



			        Em  D
as i find traces of regret

C				     Am
you are lying on the floor
		  C
trying to remember
					    G  D
what happened the night before
C
you
				    Am
are you really that sure
					     G	   D
that i am the prince who wakes you

F
we can t rewind the movie
C
call our live
F
and the while your here
		 C
while not that sure
   Am
so unsure
	 Bm	 C
and save you
			     Am
and lying on the floor

		  G    D
trying to remember
C				     Am
you are lying on the floor
		    C
trying to remember
					      G D
what happened the night before
C
you
			        Am
are you really that sure
				         G	   D    Em
that i am the prince who wakes you
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MP3 Download version of the song FOR FREE OFFCOURSE:
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